KEY QUOTATIONS
“Like a man-made magic
wish, the aeroplane rose
into the sky. It didn’t
stay there for long.”
“But make sure the risks
you take aren’t taken to
impress someone else.”

The fire caught at them,
made five burning
fingers, then ate them
whole. It belched
upwards”

KEY THEMES

PETER PARAGRAPH

Word

Definition

Metaphor

A figure of speech in
which a word or
phrase is applied to an
object or action to
which it is not literally
applicable

Evidence

Provide a quotation from the
text to support your point

Technique

A warning or
indication of a future
event

Explanation

Foreshadowing

Intensifier

An adverb used to
give force or
emphasis, for example
really in my feet are
really cold

Superlative

Expressing something
of the highest quality
or degree

Co-ordination
Conjunctions

A conjunction placed
between words,
phrases, clauses, or
sentences of equal
rank e.g. but, and

Subordination
Conjunctions

Friendship

Point

Reader’s
response

A statement in response to a
question

SPELLING/VOCABULARY
Word

Definition

Cascade

Water
pouring
downwards
rapidly.

Identify specific language
techniques used in the quotation

Authoritative

Commanding
and self
confident

Explore the effect of the
language techniques- link back
to your question

Indignantly

In a manner
indicating
anger or
annoyance
at
something
seen as
unfair.

Unobtrusive

Not
attracting
attention

Surreptitiously

In a way that
attempts to
avoid notice
or attention;
secretively.

Compulsory

Required by
a law or a
rule

Brusquely

Abrupt or
offhand in
speech or
manner

Comment on how a reader
would react or feel

PUNCTUATION
Quotation marks
“ “

Used to show speech

Apostrophe
‘

Used to show possession or to
represent missing letters in
contractions

A conjunction that
introduces a
subordinating clause
e.g. although,
because

Parentheses
( )

Used to show less important
details such as an afterthought

Colon
:

Used to introduce a list or
definition

Survival

Declarative
sentence

A sentence that states
a fact

Semi-colon
;

Used to join two related
sentences or two separate ideas

Nature

Interrogative
sentence

A sentence that asks a
question

Slash
/

Used to indicate line breaks
when quoting poetry

Exploration

Imperative
sentence

A sentence that gives
instructions or advice

Hyphen
-

Used to join words to indicate
that they have a combined
meaning

Trust

Exclamatory
sentence

A sentence that
expresses strong
emotions

Comma
,

Used to indicate a pause or to
separate items in a list

THE EXPLORER

“I just liked the idea that
there's still things that
we don't know. At
school, it's the same
thing, every day. I liked
that it might be all right
to believe in large, mad,
wild things.”

TERMINOLOGY

